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Abstract 

Iπfo門natioπ8y8tem8con8I8t of multiple mobile 8ta-
tion8 and fized 8tation8 communicating with e品ch
other. Mi88ion critical application8 are 7可 uiredto be 
ezecu.ted lault-tolerantly in the8e 8百8tem8. However， 
mobile 8tation8 8u.pport neither enough volu.me of 8tor・
age and proce88ing powerπor enough capacity 01 bat-
tery to do reliable communication for a 10π9 period. 
Moreover， wireleu communication channel8 are leu 
reliable. Hence， the communication channe18 with the 
mobile 8tation8 are often di8connected. Therefore， it 
I8 difficult for multiple mobile 8tation8 to talce checlc-
point8 8宮nchronou8Z，百 8incethe communication chan・
nel8 with the mobile 8tation8 ma百bedi8connected even 
during talcing the checlcpoint8. We have prop08ed hy-
b7・idcheclcpointing where checlcpoint8 are talce九 a8yn・
chronou81y by the mobile 8tation" aπd "官πchroπou"l官
by the fized "tation". 1:πaddition， the mobile "tation" 
record meuage" for getting local 6tate" con6I8tent with 
the checlcpoint6 talceπ by the fized 6tation6. 1n thI8 
paper， we pop06e the method how the mobile 8tation6 
record the meuage6， gather the me68age6 dored in仏e
dable 6toragel dI6tributed in multiple mobile 6tation6， 
and recompute the meuage6 in the con8I6tent order. 

1 Introduction 

According to the advances of communication and 
computer technologies， many kinds of mobile stations 
like notebook computers and personal data assistants 
(PDAs) are widely available. Intelligentτ'ransport 
Systerris (ITSs) with mobile communications are now 
being developed. New computation paradigmslike π0・

madic computing (3) are also proposed. 

A mobile system is composed of fized 6tation6 and 
mobile 8tation6 inもerconnectedby communication net-
works. The fixed stations are located at the fixed 
locations in the network. The mobile stations move 
from one location to another in the network. The net-
work is divided into a number of ce1l6， i.e. mobile 
stations move from one cell to another. There is a mo・

bile 6upport 6tatioπ(MSS) in each cell. A mobile sta-
tion communicates with another station only through 
the MSS. The MSSs and the fixed stations are inter-
connected by the high-speed network. The network 
addresses of the mobile stations are automatically箇-

signed by using DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration 
Protocol) (7). The connections with the mobile sta-
tions cari oe automatically maintained by the mobile 
protocols [14，18，19) even if the mobile stations move 
among the cells. The mobile stations sometimes move 
out of the cells and do not have so much capacity of 

battery that the communication with the other sta-
tions can be continued for a long period. Hence， the 
communication channels with the mobile stations may 
be disconnected. However， some applications are com-
puted on mobile and fixed stations and are required 
to be con七inuedeven while the communication chan-
nel is disconnected. Many papers [4，9，11) discuss how 
to handle the dI6connected operation8. 

The checlcpoint刊 6tart[5，6，10，12，17，20-22) is one of 
出ewell-known methods to realize reliable distributed 
systems. Every station 6‘takes a checkpoint c. where 
the local state information of 6. is stored in the stable 
storage. If some station fails， 6. restarts the compu-
tation from c.. A set of checkpoints taken by all the 
stations is required to be con8i6tent [6). A fixed sta-
七ionF. can easily take checkpoints consistent with the 
others by using 6ynch7・onou6distributed checkpoint-
ing protocols [6，8，12，17，20) since F. can communicate 
with each other by using the high-speed network回 d
have enough volume of stable storage to store the state 
information. Papers [13， 16) discuss how the mobile 
stations M. take the checkpoint CM; Iynchronou61y in 
the stable storage. However， it is difficult for M. to 
take CM; due to the lack of stable storage and battery 
capacity. Moreover， it gets more difficult for F. and 
M‘to take checkpoints synchronously if the corruτlU・

nication channels between M. and the MSSs are often 
disconnected. 

We assume that every MSS S. is equipped with 
enough volume of stable sもorageto store the local state 
information of all the mobile stations in the cell of S.・

M‘takes CM; by storing the 10caJ state information in 
S.. M. may fail to take CM‘due to the lack of battery 
capacity or the movemenもtothe outside of the cell. If 
the checkpoints are taken synchronously， all the sta-
tions have to give up to take the checkpoints if some 
mobile station fails to take the checkpoint. Hence， 
a6ynchronou8 checkpointi時 protocols[5，10，21，22) are 
preferable for the mobile stations. Papers [1，15) prか

pose the mobile asynchronous checkpointing protcト
cols. Here， the protocol overhead is high since S. is 
required to take a new checkpoint of M‘each time 
a message isもransmittedbetween七hem.In山ispa-
per， we newly propose a hybrid checlcpointing proto回

col where the checkpoints are asynchronously taken by 
the mobile stations while synchronously by the fixed 
stations. Here， a checkpoint CM; of M. is taken only 
when M. sends a checkpo 
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with less overhead. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In 
section 2， we show山esystem model. In section 3， we 
overview the hybrid checkpointing protocol. In section 
4， the recovery protocol for the hybrid checkpointing 
protocol is discussed. 

2 System Model 

A distributed system S ν，r.) is composed of 
multiple stations ν = {51，・・・，5n}interconnected by 
communication channels r. c ν2 The computation 
is realized by cooperation of multiple stations com-
municating with each other by exchanging messages 
through the channels. (8i， Sj)ε乙indicatesa channel 
from 5i to勾・ Weassume that each channel (8;， 5j) is 
reliable and bidirectional. In 5i， two kinds of events 
occur: communication events and local events. A local 
state of 5i is assumed to be changed when a commu-
nication event， i.e. a message-sending event s(m) or 
a message-receipt event r(m) of a message m， occurs. 
Hence， a local state of 5i is determined by the ini-
tial state and the sequence of communication events 
occurnng 10 8i. 

In a mobile computing system MS， there are three 
kinds of stations: fized stations Fl， . . . ， F" mo bile sta-
tions M1，...， Mm and mobile suppo付 5t品tion5(MSSs) 
51ぃ・.，5.剖 shownin Figure 1. Every F， is connected 
at the fixed location of the network. Each M， moves 
from one location to another. If M， is in a cell sup-
ported by 5;， Mi communicates with 5， by using the 
wireless or c"able communication channe1. 5j forwards 
messages from M，‘to the des七inationstations and de-
livers the messages from the other stations to Mi. The 
connection between M‘and another station is auto-
matically maintained by the cooperation of出eMSSs 
even if Mi moves among the cells [14，18， 1叫. The 
fixed stations and the MSSs are interconnected by the 
high-speed network. 

1M 11 

回目 .......r-s7l
E 

wireless celI 

M i: Itoobile statlon~ 

F i: fixed statlon L-ーニ

5 i: mobile $upport station 

Figure 1: Mobile computing system. 

Each Mi does noもhaveso much capacity of battery 
that Mi can continue to communicate with an 5¥for a 
long period. Hence， M.‘often disconnects the connec-
tion with another station in order to reduce出epower 
consumption of the battery while the applications are 
being computed in Mi. Furthermore， since Mi h出

neither enough computation power nor enough volume 
of storage like hard-disks， it is di缶cultfor M‘もotake 
checkpoints by itself. In this paper， we discuss a way 
where a mobile station stores the local state informa-
tion in a stable storage of an MSS at a checkpoint and 
messages sent and received by the mobile station after 
the checkpoint are also sもoredin the MSS to realize 
consistent recovery. 

3 Hybrid Checkpointing 

3.1 Overview 

The computation in MS  is realized by coopera-
tion of mobile stations M1' . . . ，Mm and fixed stations 
F1' .・・，F，. Each M， is in one of the cells supported 
by MSSs"51，・・.，5，. Here， Mi is supported by 5j and 
5， is a凶作entMSS of Mi ・ Thestations exchange 
messages by using七hemobile communication proto・
col [14，18，19]. That is， each stations can com~ul!i
cate" with the others without being conscious of the 
locations of the stations. 

The advantage of the synchronous checkpointing 
protocols is that the computation can be restarted 
without domino effed. However， it is diffi.cult for Mi 

to take CMi synchronously. Here， we propose a kybrid 
ckeckpointing protocol which has the following prop-
erties: 

• The fixed stations take local checkpoints by using 
the synchronous checkpointing protocol. A collec-
tion of the checkpoints taken by the fixed stations 
is referred to副 acoordinated checkpoint. 

• The mobile stations take local checkpoints by U8-
ing the asynchronous checkpointing protocol. 

The state information of M‘at CMi is stored in the 
stable storage of 5j which is the current MSS of Mi・

In addition， the messages sent and received by Mi are 
also stored in the stable sもorageof 5j • Mi fails to take 
CM‘if the channel between M， and S， is disconnected 
owing that M， moves out of the cell or the b抗teryof 
M‘is exhausted during taking CM‘. Thus， M‘takes 
CMi when M， surely could take CM‘. That is， Mi takes 
CMi only if Mi does noもmoveout of the cell and has 
enough capacity of battery to take CMi' Therefore， 
M‘asynchronously takes CM、i.e. independently of 
the 0もherstations. 

3.2 Checkpointing protocol 

In the hybrid checkpointing protocol， the fixed 
stations F1'・・・，F，synchronously take a coordinated 
checkpoint CC = (CF" ...， CF，) while the mobile山・

もionsM1，...， MTTL asynchronously take local check-
points CMυ・・・ ，CM同・ Each Mi h剖 torestart the com-
putation from a state consistent with CC. However， 
CMi is not always consistent with CC because M‘takes 
CM.‘independently of the other stations. Hence， Mi 
restarts the computation by using the meuage 109 [2]. 
Here， the messages sent and received after CMi by M， 
are stored in the message log inもhestable storage of 
the current MSS Sj. If M‘restarts the computation， 
M‘recomputes the-messages stored in the message log 
to get the state consistent wi仕1CC. 

Suppose M‘is supported by Sf. Since every mes-

sage sent and received by Mi is transmitted via 5f， 
the message can be stored in the stable storage of 5f 
even if M， h田 nostable storage. A ckeckpoint agent 

process A~ in Sf records messages sent and received by 

M， in the message log mlf on behalf of Mi・Moreover，
A~ takes the local checkpoint CM. of Mi by recording 

the state information in the state log slt if M， requests 

A~ to take CMi' 
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Fl> • . . ，Fj take CC by using the following protocol 
proposed in [12]: 

[Coordinated Checkpoint CC) 
1) A coo吋inatorstation C 5 sends a request message 

Creq to F1，...， Fj and 510 • .. ， 5，・

2) On receipt of Creq， each Fi and 5j take a tentative 
checkpoint tcp‘and tcs" respectively， and send 
back a reply message Crep to C 5. 

3) lf C 5 receives Creps from all the stations， C 5 
sends a final message Cfin to Fl，・・・，Fjand 
51，00.，5，. 

4) On receipt of Cfin， each ~ and 5j makes tcp‘and 
tcs， permanent， i.e. cp， and cs; " respectively. 

ln order for CC to be consistent， each station suspends 
the computation and the transmission of application 
messages while the station h剖 atentative checkpoint. 

N ext， we discuss how Mi takes CM、・ Here，suppose 
Mi is supported by 5i. The checkpoint agent A~ in 5i 
takes a tentative local checkpoint tCM‘independently 
of the other stations. The state information required 
for M， to res同rtthe computation from tCM、iscarried 
bya七entativecheckpoint request message TCreq. On 

receipt of TCreq， Ai stores the state information of M，‘ 
in the teπtati凹 8tatelog tslf in the volatile storage of 

Sf. 
[Tentative checkpoint tCM‘in AiJ 
1) M， sends TC叫 toAi. TC1吋F

information 51， of M公‘.

2) On receipt of TCreq， Ai takes tCM‘ofM‘by stor-
ing 51， in tsl:. If some checkpoint agent A~ 
(k < j) has taken another tentative checkpoint 
tc~， of M" A~ requests A~ to discard tc~，. 

Let (At， . . . ， Ai) be a sequence of checkpoint agents 
where At h部 tCM‘andAf is the current checkpoint 
agent of M，. If 5f receives Creq， AI makes tCM， a 
permanent checkpoint cM， by moving the state infor-
mation from tsll in the volatile storage to sll in the 

stable storage of 5F ln addition， Af (1壬k壬C)
moves the messages from tmlf in the volatile storage 

to mlf in the stable storage of 5:. 
[Permanent checkpoint CM、inAi] 

・Ifsl receives Creq， Af moves the state informa-
tion from tsll to slf before 5l sends back Crep. 

. If S: (k i=-1) recei ves Creq， Af moves the mes-

sages from tmlf to ml; before 5i
k sends back 

Crep. 

If there is anoもherpermanent checkpoint c~‘ when 
CM‘is taken， c~， and the messages for the目 covery
can be discarded from the stable storage aflもertaking 

C品1，'

There are three cases with respect to in which order 

Ai receives Creq and TCreq messages: 

1) If A~ receives TCreq before Creq， i.e. A~ takes 
tCMi' before receipt of Creq， tCMi is changed to 

CMi' That is， the messages in tm1t and the 

state information in ts/f in the volatile storage 

are山 redin m1i and slf in the stable storage， 
respectively [Figure 2]. 

2) If Ai receives TCreq and TCreq' successively， i.e. 
A~ takes tCM‘on receipt of TCreq and receives 
TCreq' without receiving Creq， tCM‘is discarded 

and Ai takes another tentative checkpoint tc~，. 

The messages in tml~ recorded between tCM， and 
tC~i are discarded [Figure 3]. 

3) If A~ receives Creq and Creq' successively， i.e. A~ 
takes CM‘on receipt of Creq and receives Creq' 
without receiving TCreq， cM， is still a permanent 

checkpoi臥 Themessages in tml: are stored in 

m1i [Figure 4). 

Ai MA 

Figure 2: TCreq and Creq (1). 

Ai Mi 

TCreq 

Figure 3: TC問 qand Creq (2) 

A; Mi 

Figure 4: TCreq and Creq (3). 

The hybrid checkpointing protocol has the follow-
ing properties: 

• Each M‘has one permanent checkpoint CM、con・
sistent with the most recent CC. 

• Each Mi h国 atmost one tentative checkpoint 
tCM‘. 
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4 Recovery Protocol 

4.1 Message ordering for recovery 

Suppose A~ receives two messages m and m' des-
tined to Mi in this order. M， receives m and m' for-

warded by A~ in the町田 order. Next， suppose M， 
sends m and m' in this order. A~ forwards m and 
d 七othe destinations in the same order回 M‘sends.
Then， suppose Mi sends m' after receipt of m. A~ for-
wards m to Mi before receipt of m'. In these cases， A~ 
can keep the sequence of the messages exchanged witli 

Mi in mlf. However， if M，‘ sends m' before receipt of 

m， A~ may receive m' after sending m 幽 shownin 

Figure 5. This means that A~ cannot know the occur-
rence sequence of the communication events in Mi. 
Hence， if Mi restarts the computation from CMi and 

閃 computesthe messages in ml:， the state of Mi may 
be inconsistent with CC. In order that A! records the 
messages in the same order as handled in Mi， each 
message m carries two sequence numbers m.seq and 
m.ack. Here， let m.sender and m.receiver mean the 
sender and receiver of m， respectively. 

AJ 
Mi 

Figure 5: Crossing messages. 

• m has a unique sequence number m.seq. If m is 
sent after a message m'， m.seq > m'.seq. 
・m.ackmeans that m.s receives every message m' 

where m'.seq壬m.ack. That is， m.ack is the 
same剖 m'.seqof a message m' that is the most 
recently received message by m.sender. 

If A~ sends or receives messages m and m' in this 

order， m and m' are ordered in mlt according to the 
following ordering rules: 

[Ordering rules] 

・Ifm and m' are sent by the same sender， i.e. 
m.sender二 7凡人sender，m precedes m'. 

・Ifm and m' are sent by different senders， I.e. 
m.sender ヲ正 m'.sender， m precedes m' ifm.seq 三
m'.ack. Otherwise，ば precedesm. 

In Figref 5， m.seq > m' .ack because Mi sends m' 
before receipt of m. Hence， m' precedes m al出ough

Ai sends m before m'. Thus， A: 5もoresm' before m ， .......'1. 

in m1t and a sequence of messages in ml: is the same 
as Mi handles the messages. 

Suppose that Mi is initially supported by 5l and 

moves from 5i
k to 5ik+

1 (1壬kく c).5f is the current 
MSS of Mi. In each Sf， there exists a checkpoint agent 

Af of Mi. (A;'...， Af) is a sequence of checkpoint 
agents and Ai is a C11.rrent checkpoint agent of M，. 

Each Af stores the messages exchanged with M，‘ma  
tentative message log tml: in the volatile storage of 

5i
k • Hence， a sequence of messages that M， hωsent 

and received are stored in a sequence of the message 
logs (tmIl，. • . ，tmlf). 

4.2 お1essagelogging for recovery 

In (A;， ...， Af)， suppose At and A! (1 < t三c)
have CM、andtCMυrespectively. That is， At and A! 
receive TCreq from M，‘and some Ai (1 < 11. < t) re-
ceives Creq. Since Ai (1壬U 壬u)stores the messages 
exchanged with M， in m1i， M，‘ g酢etsa st凶at旬ec∞onsisten凶t 
with CC by computing the messages in m1i from CMi 
at which the state information is in sIl. The mes-
sages forwarded by Af (u < k壬c)are stored in tmlf. 
When tCMi taken by A! is changed to CM‘on receipt 

of Cr略 somemessages in tml: (u < k < t) can be 
discarded since these messages never be recomputed 
for restarting the computation of M， from CM‘. Here， 
we discuss which messages have to be stored in the 

stable storage of At. 

Suppose Ai sends a messages m to Mi while re-
ceiving TCreq and Creq. There are the following four 
cases: 

A' ， M， Ai 
4 

M， 

Figure 6: Logging m from At to M，・
1) A~ sends m after receipt of TCreq and before re-

ceipt of Creq like ml in Figure 6. Mi recomputes 
m if Mi is restarted from C仏・ Hence，m is stored 

in ml: in the stable storage on receipt of Cr叫句

2幻)Ai sends m after receipt of Creq and before閃

celpμt of TCαr噌可E吋q，and Mi receives m before send-
ing TCreq like m2 in Figure 6. Since M‘restarts 
the computation from a state consistent with CC 
without m， m is discarded. 

3) Ai sends m before receipt of Creq， and Mi receives 
m after sending TCreq like m3 in Figure 6. Mi 
recomputes m if Mi is restarted from c紙・ Hence，
m is stored in mlt in the stable storage on receipt 
of Creq. In addition， m has to be recorded for 
M， to restart the computation from tCMi if tCM、
is changed to be permanent. Thus， m is still in 
tm1i; in the volatile storage even after receipt of 
TCreq. 

4) At sends m after receipt of Creq and before代

c巴ipμtof TCr陀eqι，andM‘receives m after sending 
TCreq like m4 in Figure 6. Though Mi restarts 
the computation from a state consistent with CC 
without m， m has to be recorded for M‘to restart 
the computation from tCM‘if tCM‘is changed to 
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be permanent. Thus， m is recorded in tmlt even 
after receipt of TCreq. 

A messages which can be discarded is referred t凶o剖

ln.!冗n.!吋i匂gn川iポ戸C品叩n此Z

identify which case from 1) to 4) m shows. Thus， At 
records every message in tmzt in the volatile storage 

of 5f. If A~ receives TCreq and m is insignifica民 A:
discards m from tm1t . 

Next， suppose At receives a messages m from M，‘ 
while receiving TCreq and Creq. There are following 
two cases: 

Ai Mj 

Figure 7: Logging m from M，‘to A~. 

1) A~ receives m after receipt of TCreq and before 
receipt of Creq like m1 in Figure 7. Mi recom-

putes m for re山 rtingfrom CMi' Hence， A~ 山m
m in ml~ in the stable storage on receipt of Creq. 

2) Ai receives m after receipt of Creq and before 
receipt of TC陀 qlike m:l in Figure 7. If m.ack < 
ml.seq where ml is the message most recently sent 

by A~ to M， before receipt of 0吋， M， recomputes 

m for restarting from CMi' Hence， A~ stores m 

in ml~ in the stable storage on receipμt of c:凸T句
Otherwise， m is discarded. 

The procedure for logging the messages in A~ is剖

follows: 

[Message logging in Ai 1 
• On sending m to M" m is stored in tmlt. 

・Onreceipt of m from Mi， m is stored in tml; if 

someA~(k<i)h剖 tCM，. If no A~ h回 tCM‘and
m.αckく ml.seqwhere ml is the message most re-

cently transmitted from A~ to M， before receipt 

of the most recent 0何 q，m is stored in ml~ . Oth-
erwise， m is discarded. 

• On receipt of TCr句 mε tml;transmitted from 

A~ to Mi is removed from tmlηand discardedぜ
m.seq三TCreq.ack.

・Onreceipt of Cr略 allthe messages in tml; are 

stored in ml; . 

4.3 Restart protocol for recovery 

We discuss how to restart the fixed stations and the 
mobile stations if some station is faulty. F1，...， F， 
restart the computation from CC by using the restart 
p川 ocolin [12]. 

[Restarting F， from Cp‘εCC] 
1) A coordinator station C 5 sends a request mes-

sages Rreq to F1，...， FJ and 51，...，5，・
2) On receipt of Rreq， each Fi and 5j send back a 

reply message Rrep to C5. 
3) If C5 receives Rreps from all the stations， C5 

sends a final messages Rβπ to Fl，・・・，FJand 
5}，...，5，・

4) On receipt of Rfin， each F， and 5j restart the 
computation from cP， and cSj' respectively. 

In order to restart M1' . . . ，Mm from states consis-
tent with CC， the mobile agents have to cooperate. 
Let (A;，...， Ai) be a sequence of checkpoint agents 

of M， where A; h出 CMυsomeA~ (1 < t壬C)h国

tCMυ日 dA~ is the current agent. Tl凶 is，Al and 
A~ receive TCreq and some Ai (1壬U 壬t)receives 
Creq. The messages transmitted between M， and Ai 
(1三U 壬u)are stored in m1i in the stable storage 
and recomputed by M， to get a state consistent with 
CC. Here， the following restart protocol is used: 

[Restarting Mi from CMJ 
1) If 5;" receives R叫， Af sends a state log request 

message SLreq to A; and a message log request 
message MLreq to every Ai (1三百三 u).

2) On receipt of SLreq， A; sends Af back a state log 
reply message SLrep containing the state infor-
mation at Ci stored in slf. 

3) On receipt of ML吋， each Ai sends Ai back a 
message log reply message MLrep containing the 
messages stored in mlf. 

4) Af sends a tentative state log cancellation request 
message SLO叫 toA~. 

5) On receipt of SLCreq， A~ discards tCM" i.e. dis-
cards the messages in ts11， and sends Ai back 
a tentative state log cancel1ation reply message 
SLCrep. 

6) A~ sends a message log cancellation request mes-

sage M L Creq to every A~ (u壬k< c). 

7) On receipt of MLCreq， A~ discards the messages 
in tmlf and sends Af back a message log cancel-
lation reply message MLCrep. 

8) On receipt of SLrep， MLreps， SLCrep and ML-
. Creps sent at steps 2)， 3)， 5) and 7)， respectively， 
Af forwards them to Mi. 

9) On receipt ofthe messages sent at step 8)， Mi gets 
a state consistent with CC by using the state in-
formation at CM‘carried by SLrep and recomput-
ing the messages carried by MLreps in the order 
discussed in subsection 4.1. 

5 Evaluation 

We evaluate the following checkpointing protocols 
in terms of the total processing time: 

• Synchronous checkpointing protocol every mcト
bile station synchronously takes the checkpoint. 

• Hybrid checkpointing'protocol: every mobile sta-
tion asynchronously takes the checkpoint. 

Suppose there are n mobile stations Ml'・・・，Mn・It 
is assumed to take L [sec] for each Mi to take the 
checkpoint. Here， we assume L = 60 and no message 



transmission delay between the stations. 

In the synchronous checkpointing protocol， the 
checkpoint c‘of Mi is taken only if all the stations 
successfully take the checkpoints. If Mi fails， all the 
other stations have to throw away the effort to take 
the checkpoints and the stations have to restart the 
checkpointing procedure again. Let 1 be a probability 
thaもMifails to take the checkpoint， which is com-
puted to be 0.12副 presentedin section 3. M‘takes 
60[sec] to take the checkpoint by sending the state in-
formation of Mi to the current MSS. The probability 
that at least one mobile station fails during the check-
pointing procedure is given 1一(1-IY'. The expected 
total processing time ETs to take the checkpoints is 
乎(1-f)n(2+3(1ー(1-f)n)+4(1一(1-It)2 +...) = 
乎(1+同r.)・

In the hybrid checkpointing protocol， each mobile 
station Mi asynchronously takes the checkpoint. If 
Mi fails to take the checkpoint， Mi restarも5the check-
pointing procedure from the beginning. Even if Mi 
fails， the other stations do not have to restart the 
checkpointing procedure. The expected processing 
time for M.‘to take the checkpoint is ~(1 -1)(2 + 
31 + 4/'J + .. .). Hence，出eexpected total processing 

time ETH is芋(1+ポη)・

6 Concluding Remarks 

It is significant to discuss how to make the mobile 
systems more reliable and available. In order to real-
ize the reliable mobile computation， we have discussed 
how to take the checkpoints and restart the compu-
tation in the mobile stations and the fixed ones. In 
this paper， we have proposed the recovery protocol 
for the hybrid checkpointing protocol where出emcト
bile stations asynchronously take the local checkpoints 
and the fixed ones synchronously take the local check-
points. We will evaluate the proposed protocols in a 
simulation and an implementation of a prototype sys-
tem. 
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